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CHAPTER ONE 

FRLE'JJOM OF TH: 1431553. 

Introduction 
One of the most eloquent signs of a country's moral and 

spiritual strenght is to be seen in a strong and effective Frees. 

It is the shop—window of literacy. It is the symbol of the free 
spirit. Ideally, it should be able to transmit information and 

independence opinions. be acessible to the whole cowmunity. yracticc 
"investigative reporting" and provide a forum for the exchange of 
thoughts. To function thus excellently, there must be a free flow of 
ideas unhampered by Government "guidence"; any control to ensure a 

sense of responsibility must be initiated by itself or a truly 
independent body. 

Generally, there can be said to be three modern theories of the 

Press. First, there is the totalitarian theory of the Press, under 

which, the yress is an instrument for achieving unity of opinion and 

under which, therefore, objectively in news reporting is discourage. 

Under such a system, it may be proclaimed that the wishes of 
the people governed the society; the catch is that the people's 

rulers determine the wishes of the péople and use the press to 
"educate“ the people as to that singleiwill. The press exists as an 

arm of the state; ownership is public, criticism of the government 

as distinguishei from party propaganda is forbidden; there is 
strict political survdllance and control. 

Secondly, there is the libertarian of then-y of the press 

which arcse in seventeenth century mgland and United States, 
much influenced by Milton, Locke and Mill. The libertarian press 
pun-pots to inform, entertain, sell and chiefly to help men to 
discover and know the truth through honest, objective, 
unrestricted



inquiry and. reporting :5 well :5 to provide checks on government. 

Under this system. Ownership is chiefly priv-te; def mztion, 

obscenity. indecency rnd wrrtime sedition is forbidden. tkere is 

control only through the "self—righting process” and by the courts. 

0nd rnyone with the warms to do so. Inevit—bly. distortions of 

frets. unintentional or deliberrte, occur. Objective views err: ir‘. 

{act turn out to be one-sided pereonal interprefi'tions. 

The “self-righting process “ works cnly if renders are 

critical and v vrriety or interpret'tions "re rvsilable. These -re 

mere assumptions. It is 5 id th-t history shows that in societies 

where the subjectivity of the press becomes too criticrl of strong 

governments, the governments move to control the press absolutely. 

The system, in striving to “chieve objectivity, sometimes 

allows unobjective anti-establishment thought to flourish. Some. 

like the Soviets, call these professions as to objectivity libernl 

hypocracy". 

In the middle of the twentiei‘h century, a new theory began 

to take shape. The United States Commission on Freedom of the Press 

termed it the "social responsibily theory". The theory, in purpoting 

to elimanete the disadvrntages of the libertrrian theory "ins for 

objectivity: the press must not misle"d its rerders by fniling to 

clearly identify fact as fret and opinion as opinion. However. 

when the press does mislerd its re'ders there apperrs to be no effective 

remedy. The British v’ress Council first set u in 1053 is one 

remedy but its effectiveness is limited. The American Commission 

on Freedom of the Tress suggested thrt that community opinion, 

consumer action and profeseionnl ethics could and should control the 

press. It also proposed the establishment of ~ non—governmental 

agency for surveillance over press performance. However, the question
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